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 1. CAAD-3.0 is a collection of 30 CAD tools used to design, analyze and simulate electromagnetic and electronic systems. It
has been used in the design of antennas, diplexers, radiometers, GPS receivers, cell phone base station electronics, V2X

technology for vehicle to vehicle communications, broadcast transmitters, and the like. For more information, please visit the
company website.References: CAAD-3.0 (free download) Axisu measurements: Lissajous curve plotterFault simulation: T-D
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map viewerVerification of results: Sample measurement for Lissajous curve plotter, and T-D map viewer (free download)Axisu
is the software for analyzing and plotting axisymmetric waveform data produced by an antenna under test. It was developed at
Okenwa Research Laboratory, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) in 2007. It has been used to analyze and

display the axisymmetric waveform data obtained by carrying out a sector scan using an U-Net antenna with a polarization
tracking antenna. For more information, please visit the company website.References: Axisu (free download) ISPAE

STUDIO™ 2015 software includes the best field test tools in the industry. Industry leading modeling and testing capabilities
allow you to perform advanced measurements, simulations, and beam tracking on any test or production antenna. Its adaptive

beam direction function allows the simulation of an arbitrary beam direction without the need to rotate the antenna. Everything
you need to test, analyze, and troubleshoot antennas Now it’s even easier to perform measurements and simulations on the site

Model generation using a database of antenna manufacturers Tracking of beam direction using ISPAE’s advanced adaptive
function Intelligent beam tracking with a single click Displays measurements in a stylish, easy-to-read format Simulated beam
tracking Measure and track a generated model Measure and track an actual antenna in the field Fully interactive measurement
features Save measurements as an S-parameter file Pulses and radar Protects an S-parameter file against changes Reconstructs

an S-parameter file Advanced test patterns S-parameter simulation using a database of test patterns Measurements in an
arbitrary beam direction Measurements using a single click Simulated measurements Measurements 82157476af
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